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The ABC’s of Content Quality

In content marketing, it’s qualilty over quantity. But, quality content doesn’t 
happen overnight. It’s starts with the ABC’s.

Many marketing professionals, regardless of their experience, make the mistake of thinking that content is 
all about quantity.

With this ethos in mind, marketers churn out endless blog articles, social media posts, product videos, and 
other content in an attempt to quickly get in front of their target audience.

In reality, the quality of content is far superior to the amount of content created.

But quality content isn’t simple to make. Instead, marketing pros have to learn their content ABC’s.

Audience

Successful marketers have a deep understanding of their target audience — beyond the typical 
demographic data.

On top of knowing the general audience info, marketers need to have a thorough knowledge of their 
audience’s:

• Interests

• Needs

• Desires

• Content consumption preferences and channels
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The more they know about their audience, the more they can tailor the content to meet and exceed their 
expectations.

Aside from data from Google Analytics and generic market research, take the audience insights a step 
further by interviewing individuals from the intended audience. Create several customer personas and use 
those to guide each piece of content the company creates.

Advanced content management engines (CME) like Vestorly use the power of AI (artificial intelligence) to 
hone in on this process.

Be a Storyteller

After gaining a better understanding of the target audience, it’s time to craft the story. After all, no one 
wants to read boring, dry content.

Marketers need to be stellar storytellers to create quality content that resonates with the intended 
audience.

This begins by finding topics that are relatable to the audience. Even if the subject matter is dull, there’s 
always a way to make it intriguing to the target reader.

An often overlooked trick is to understand that this doesn’t have to come from inside the company. Search 
for relevant third-party content that shares a similar story or narrative. This curated content will keep 
their audience entertained while the team whips up a quality story to tell via owned mediums such as the 
company blog or YouTube channel.

Rely on a content management engine (CME) like Vestorly to discover and filter through endless relevant 
third-party quality content.

Take a look at Southwest Airlines’ storytelling for inspiration. From posting user-generated content on 
its social media pages to sharing heartwarming stories from passengers, Southwest knows how to craft a 
story.

Compelling Call to Action

Quality content is one that also drives results, right? After all, that’s the point of creating content in the first 
place: to captivate and reel in the target audience so they take an intended action.

But they won’t take that action unless they’re told to.

That’s why every piece of quality content has a compelling call to action (CTA). Since the engaging story left 
the audience wanting more, the CTA tells them exactly how to get that next bit of the story.

Common examples of a CTA include asking the reader to subscribe to an email newsletter, click a button 
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that leads to a related blog post or page, or fill out a contact form. Using a CTA that links to a specific 
landing page repeating the main storyline is a powerful method to reinforce the main message of the 
content.

Content Quality Starts by Knowing the ABC’s

In a highly competitive online world, marketers compete to create the best content and capture the 
attention of potential leads. But, without knowledge of the content-quality ABC’s, the content will simply 
fall short.

Remember to:

• Know your audience.

• Be a storyteller.

• Always include a compelling CTA.

Bonus Takeaway

Consider using curated content to share relevant and quality content with the intended audience.

Interested in finding out how to ramp up your content marketing quality? Send me a message and let’s 
chat.

Key Takeaways:

1. Increase your return on investment for each content topic by repurposing it in multiple ways.

2. Strategically plan a piece of cornerstone content, with the intent to repurpose it from the beginning.

3. Repurpose written content into visually engaging formats, such as graphics and video.

4. Optimize your content with formats that work best for each channel where your audience is active.

5. Create additional content inventory that extends the ‘shelf-life’ of the original content.
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Leverage content effectively with Vestorly LEARN MORE

Learn How To Leverage Your Content Effectively
Your company’s content isn’t reserved for only the marketing team. Instead, it can be used to:

• Build lasting brand authority in your industry
• Communicate important information to internal teams and external stakeholders
• Gather business and audience intelligence
• Retain customers and drive up profit 

If you’re unsure of how to use content effectively throughout your organization, get in touch and I’ll show 
you how it’s done.

GET IN TOUCH
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